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In memory of ;  
 
Roger Nicholls, Jim Barry, Peter McCabe, Mike Sharples, Ernie Geeson, Dave Hughes, Trevor 
Bradley, Ron Herbert, Dave Dunne, Bob Miles, Kevin Murphy, Reg Dancer.  
& Gravesend’s Ian Tunnidge ( Club Secretary), Gary Theobald (Founder of the Moles) 
 
The Memorial Match - 18/12/21 
 
 
Match Report by Sport Billy  
 
It says something of the gravitas of this match and occasion that the club moved almost Heaven and 
Hell to get this played. With matches at all levels being dropped up and down the country measures 
were put in place to enable this game to go ahead. Although the result didn’t go our way, hopefully the 
sizable crowd enjoyed a fiercely contested and enjoyable spectacle, worthy of the occasion in 
memory of those looking down from the great rugby clubhouse up above. 
  
The Moles clearly meant business - though to be fair when don’t they? The first quarter saw them 
have the edge up front creating a platform for their back-row and backs. This saw them go two 
converted tries up without so much us having a sniff. Our problems were further compounded by 
scrum half Mick Walker having to go off with a calf strain - although this did at least allow the referee, 
Steve Norton, to breathe a huge sigh of relief that his earache might not be quite as acute today. 
  
Not that the peace lasted long given Mick’s replacement was David Tugwell, as ever full of high 
intensity. We gradually started gaining territory - in part thanks to the boot of full-back Dave Charlton - 
and replied with a try from an unlikely source. Deep inside the Moles’ half, a well worked scissors led 
to inside centre Richard Cutbill bursting through a gap before off-loading to winger Steve Noble who 
was tracking the ball but tackled just short of the line. Some quick recycling down the blindside 
eventually led to prop Danny Walsh steaming up the left wing to score in the corner for his first senior 
try in the manner of an experienced winger.  
  
The Moles scored next - though I’m not sure if it was before or after half time (during which our 
President and former Vets captain, Paul Ehrhart, eloquently reminded us of why we were all here 
today). Anyway the period following this was probably our best of the match when, led by some great 
carries from the likes of forwards Andrew Wilford and Martin Maytum we could, if not should, have 
scored a couple of tries before we actually did. 
  
This neatly leads me on to what one wit* on the touchline coined ‘rugby karma’. After flooring a 
Gravesend flanker with some fancy footwork and a semblance of a forearm smash, Tuggy thought he 
could do it again. Unfortunately this meant neglecting a two man overlap. Had he passed he probably 
would have avoided a full on shoulder into the ribs, bailing out of the game, missing a post match beer 
or 5, a hospital trip, morphine and enough co-codermal to propel him into next year. Still at least the 
CT scan showed no breaks which allowed his youngest son, Josh, to quip: “All that for a bruise”. In 
Tuggy’s defence (let's face it he’s not going to get much elsewhere) he also had the full bulk of 
Mayhem fall on him.   
  
This in turn meant another change at scrum half and another change within the half backs meaning 
that six players had covered those two positions (with a heavily patched up Gary Whitehead - I think 
he had one working limb - having had a brief cameo at fly-half). With Mike Gillies at 9 then doing what 
Mike Gillies does best - sniping and scoring from inside the 5 metre line - we were back in the game. 
  
The Moles always looked dangerous on the counter however and it was they who scored the final and 
decisive try despite Mike unluckily having his second try ruled out for some technical infringement like 
obstruction or something. But credit where credit’s due, congratulations to the Moles for a deserved 
win in a game played in great spirit. Roll on next year. 
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Shoutouts: The President Paul Ehrhartt, the Chairman Craig Nicholas and the committee for putting 
the relevant measures in place to enable this event to take place (including those involved in the pre-
match socially distanced lunch); Captain Karim Neseyif for shouldering the anxiety and stress of 
managing 30+ players in such circumstances (as well as other off-field and post-match arrangements) 
and everyone else involved in the Vets.  
  
Get well soon Mick, Tuggy and Chris (and anyone else I missed). 
  
MotM: Andrew Wilford. And he won the boat race. Commendations to Mike Gillies, Martin Maytum 
and Kelvin Baxter. 
  
TotM: Chris Hogg - for busting a finger…dancing the night before - Good luck with the surgery - 
speedy recovery!  (Chris, you owe a pint to Danny Walsh who took your place in the boat race, as well 
as the match. And in another plug for rugby karma - look who scored our first try).  
  
Scorers 
Tries: Walsh, Gillies 
 
Squad: 1. Danny Walsh; 2. Mark Ingram ; 3. Martin Maytum ; 4. Nigel Maddaford / Gary Griffiths / 
Simon Wright ; 5. Andrew Wilford ; 6. Colin Frost / Josh Tugwell ; 7. Adrian Clark / Trevor Smith 8. 
Matt Plowman (on-field captain); 9. Mick Walker /  David Tugwell / Mike Gillies; 10. Matthew 
Ellesmere / Gary Whitehead / Simon Seal ; 11. Paul Hodges / Kelvin Baxter / Danny McLeish ; 12. 
Richard Cutbill / Mike Gillies / Dave Charlton; 13. James Ferris / Eugene Moore ; 14.  Stephen Noble / 
Andrew Ray ; 15. Dave Charlton / David Ruaux . 
 
Referee: Steve Norton . 
Photographer: Phil Hadfield 
Spectators: Loads. 
*Touchline Wit: Dave Smith 
 
**HAPPY CHRISTMAS** 
 
ME. 20/12/21 

 


